Link failures and cable miswirings are not uncommon in building data center networks, which prevents the existing automatic address configuration methods from functioning correctly. However, accurately detecting such malfunctions is not an easy task because there could be no observable node degree changes. Fixing or correcting such malfunctions is even harder as almost no work can provide accurate fixation suggestions now.
Introduction
The process of building a DC is very complex and error-prone. Existing method [6, 2] , assumes that prior to deploying a real data center, a blueprint should be designed to guide construction of data center. In a blueprint, interconnections between devices and logical ID for each device (e.g.,ip encoded with information of topology and locality) are provided. Then building a data center often needs to connect thousands of devices with strict wiring rules defined in a blueprint (e.g., FatTree). Malfunctions like device, link failures and miswired cables due to hardware or cabling errors are nearly inevitable. Although in most cases malfunctions cause detectable node degree change, it is still possible to have miswirings with no node degree change.
Accurately detecting and fixing such malfunctions especially miswirings often requires significant human efforts. It can cause substantial operation delay of the whole data center as recent works either can only auto-configure addresses of devices without malfunctions [6] or need to know which devices are not involved in malfunctions in order to configure their addresses and let them work first [13] .
Therefore, it is very important and urgent to design a system to automatically detect the malfunctions and provide fixation suggestion better to be minimum fixation which means to fix the malfunctions in the least steps. For example, disconnecting (1, 6) and (5, 4) then connect (1, 5) and (4, 6) of the last physical graph shown in Figure 2 to correct the wrong connections and make it just the same as the blueprint.
DAC [6] is generic for various topologies and can identify whether there are malfunctions in a data center by comparising the collected physical graph to a standard blueprint like FatTree by solving a graph isomorphism problem. However, DAC's malfunction detection algorithm can only report a list of possible malfunctions, because it is a heuristic trying to solve an NP-hard maximum common subgraph problem. As DAC's reported malfunctions are not accurate (experiment result is shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 and the reason of its low accuracy is explained in Section 6.3.2), administrators still need a long time to go through the list and rectify the malfunctions. Moreover, DAC can not provide fixation suggestion automatically.
We propose A3, an automatic topology-aware data center malfunction detection, fixation and configuration system that addresses the above challenges. We design two exact algorithms and they both can solve the above three problems, 
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EdgeNode Figure 1 : Roles and their connection rules of FatTree(k=4). Each node has a role, e.g., the role of upper left node in the first pod is represented by AggregateNode(group=1,index=1). The color of each edge stands for the connection rules, e.g., when CoreNode's group id equals AggregateNode's index, connecting them. malfunction localization, finding mimimum fixation and address auto-configuration for FatTree data center with less than k/2 and k/4 undirected link malfunctions, respectively (e.g., link failures, cabling errors, miswirings with no node degree change, etc.). For greater or equal to k/2 undirected link malfunctions, exact algorithm 1 can still provide feasible fixation in O(k 6 ). exact algorithm 2 has time complexity O(k 3 ) and for greater or equal to k/4 undirected link malfunctions, it will report the number of malfunctions beyond its bound then algorithm 2 can be triggered or A3 can run both algorithms at the same time. Experiment shows that compared with DAC's fast malfunction detection with at most 12% accuracy and no fixation suggestion, A3 has 100% accuracy and provides minimum fixation (both algorithms) with in each algorithm's malfunction bound, and near 100% accuracy and provides feasible fixation (computed by algorithm 1) for the malfunctions beyond algorithm 1's bound (k/2). A3 only uses a slightly longer time for algorithm 1 than DAC's malfunction detection algorithm (with 3% nodes as anchor points). The poster version is [16] and our source code is https://github.com/sigcomm2019a3/code. The basic idea of A3 is as follows. Instead of designing a blueprint with logical ID, we choose to redesign the blueprint by abstracting the structural property (roles and their connection rules shown in Figure 1 and explained in Section 2.2 and 4) which depends on the network structure alone and not, for example, on node or edge labels [7] . Then instead of using graph isomorphism algorithm to mapping physical graph to blueprint in order to autoconfigure the addresses of devices, or trying to solve maximum common edge subgraph problem (NP-complete) to detect malfunctions, we select to find a labelling of the blueprint (optimal labelling) whose corresponding adjacency matrix has the minimum differences (minimum fixation) compared with the adjacency matrix of the physical graph with malfunctions. Finally, instead of randomly relabelling the blueprint and comparing with the physical graph to find the optimal one, we choose to generate the optimal labelling from the physical graph with malfunctions directly utilizing the fact that 1. malfunctions is mostly only a small portion and 2. most data center networks like FatTree are highly symmetric.
As we have abstract the roles and connection rules in the blueprint which means each node has a role, so generating the optimal labelling from the physical graph actually transforms to generating the optimal role assignment from the physical graph (device-to-role mapping). The basic of exact algorithm 1 is greedy algorithm and the basic of exact algorithm 2 is constructing method using roles and connection rules. As you can notice in Figure 1 , actually, the role of each node has the topological information that logical ID encodes, so using the device-to-role mapping result, we can get the device-to-logical ID mapping directly (address auto-configuration).
Background
We begin by discussing the correlation among graph problems of malfunction detection and address configuration. We then motivate the need for a new formulation of malfunction fixation which can also cover them all and prove its NP-hardness. Next, we explain the intuitions that we use the topological property of network to accelerate the solving of our formulation instead of sacrifice the accuracy to solving it generally.
Figure 2:
Although the upper first two matrices seems not the same, the graphs actually are isomorphic and the permutation is 0123456789 to 8569314702. However, in reality, cable mis-wirings, etc. are not uncommon in building data center networks. We can not find a permutation to make the blueprint and the third device graph with malfunctions have the same matrix (nonisomorphic). network managers check the list and localize the real malfunctions and trigger the error tolerent address configuration process [13] (induced subgraph isomorphism, NP-hard) or try to fix the malfunctions manually before computing the address configuration of the whole network [6] .
Such logic of an address configuration system seems reasonable. However, they do not consider duplication computations in each process especially most processes can be formulated as NP-hard problems. It means, in the worst case that a built data center has malfunctions, three processes are triggered, so the generally used graph mapping operations for solving those problems are duplicated three times.
Therefore, a new formulation is need to cover those processes all in order to reduce such duplication. Fortunately, we formulate the problem of finding minimal fixation to the Minimum Graph Difference Problem (MGDP) which covers them all. Given two graphs G 1 = (V 1 , E 1 ) and G 2 = (V 2 , E 2 ), where V 1 , V 2 are the vertex sets and E 1 , E 2 are the edge sets. Without loss of generality, we assume |V 1 | = |V 2 | (otherwise, we can add extra edge-free vertices to G 1 or G 2 to ensure |V 1 | = |V 2 |). In addition, let
be the adjacency matrices. The Minimum Graph Difference Problem (MGDP) is the problem of finding a bijection π :
The Maximum Common Edge Subgraph Problem (MCESP) is the problem of finding a graph H with as many edges as possible which is isomorphic to both a subgraph of G 1 and a subgraph of G 2 , i.e., finding a bijection f :
The equivalence between MGDP and MCESP is revealed by d(π) + 2 · c(π) = |E 1 | + |E 2 |. Next, we prove the NP-completeness of MGDP by showing the MCESP is NP-complete. To prove MCESP is NP-complete, it must be formulated as a decision problem. The input to the decision problem is a pair of graphs (G 1 , G 2 ) and a number k. The answer to the problem is positive if there exists a common subgraph H of both G 1 and G 2 such that the number of edges in H is at least k, and negative otherwise.
The proof of MCESP being NP-complete is based on reduction of the Subgraph Isomorphism Problem (SIP), which is a well-known NP-complete problem. The SIP is the problem of answering whether a graph H is isomorphic to a subgraph of G. Any SIP instance (G, H) can be reduced to an MCESP instance with a pair of graphs (G, H) and a number |H|. Then the answer to the MCESP instance (G, H, |H|) is equal to the answer of the SIP instance (G, H).
Topological Properties
We first explain why we use topological properties of network to accelerate the solving of MGDP.
Although there are many graph algorithms have been developed to solve the above problems, [5, 9] for subgraph or induced subgraph isomorphism, [3, 14, 10] for maximum common edge or induced subgraph isomophism, etc., they are all designed for general graphs which are not scalable for large scale data center networks. For example, [3] mentioned that the graphs they could deal with are limited to less than 40 vertices. [6, 13] utilize the symmetric property of the data center networks, however, as they are still focused on the generality, the malfunction detection algorithm [6] they used sacrifices the accuracy to trade off for much faster results.
We argue that although such sacrifice may be valuable for some graph pattern mining tasks like frequent subgraph mining [11] which are often not necessary to output the exact answer, for the problems related to network malfunction detection and malfunction fixation, such sacrifice of accuracy is not worthy and even harmful. The reason is that the network managers still need to check and make clear about the real malfunctions manually even if the system quickly outputs the list of possible malfunctions. It may cost larger human labor if such list is inaccurate and substantial longer operation delays of the whole data center. A typical example is that allowing traffic to use a miscabled link can lead to forwarding loop [2] .
Moreover, most networks have blueprints to direct the network building process, we can fully exploit the topological properties of blueprints to accelerate the solving of MGDP by sacrificing generality. Such topological properities can also be abstracted to simplify the network building process and reduce the possibility of malfunction occurrence. To guarantee accuracy and efficiency, we can also limit the number of malfunctions the algorithm covers.
We first focus on FatTree, then briefly review key definitions needed to understand A3. FatTree introduction: FatTree [1] is a wildly used topology in DCs (Figure 1 ). A FatTree contains k 3 /4 servers and 5k 2 /4 k-port switches. It is divided into four layers, including server layer, edge layer, aggregation layer and core layer. And it has k pods, with each pod having k 2 /4 servers.
The automorphisms of G are the permutations of V (G) that can be applied to both the rows and the columns of A(G) without changing A(G). As vertices in the same orbit are structurally indistinguishable, orbits contribute to network redundancy and related to the robustness of the underlying system [7] . A3's roles actually belong to vertex orbits and nodes which have the same role means they are not only in the same orbit but also connected to the same nodes. FatTree has four vertex orbits, including CoreNodes orbit, AggregateNodes orbit, EdgeNodes orbit and ServerNodes orbit [15] . Therefore, each role can be represented by the orbit it belongs to and the specific parameters related to its neighbors. Similarly, A3's connection rules among roles belong to edge orbits and the relationship of each rule with the two roles it connected is obtained by the same corresponding parameter of roles. Structural network measure [7] : A (pairwise) structural network measure is a function F(i,j) on pairs of vertices which depends on the network structure alone. Crucially, structural measures are independent of the ordering or labelling of the vertices and hence satisfy, for any automorphism δ ∈ Aut(G), F (δ(i), δ(i)) = F (i, j) for all i, j ∈ V .
Design Overview
We design A3, a system that facilitates accurate and scalable data center malfunction detection, fixation and configuration by solving MGDP which covers them all. A3 architecture: Utilizing the abstracted topological properties, A3 can realize incremental deployment and real time malfunction detection for each connected link to accelerate the building of a data center network. After finishing the building process, physical graph can be collected. As shown in Figure 3 , A3 only needs the physical graph and topology roles and rules as the input of MGDP. First, A3 detects if there is any malfunction in the graph. If not, A3 autoconfigures the logical ID of each device as before. If the malfunctions exist, A3 first locate the malfunctions and then find the minimal fixation suggestion and autoconfigure the correct devices.
Our design logic is that FatTree is very common, therefore, we focus on FatTree first and other FatTree like topologies (e.g., VL2 [8] or Google Jupiter [2] ) can also use A3 once their topology roles and rules are extracted. In reality, malfunctions are seldom, so we design two exact algorithms.
As far as we are concerned, we are the first to put forward that we can use the automorphism in FatTree to accelerate malfunction detection and then correct the false connections as well as reach the goal of data center address configuration. Up to now, DAC introduced the graph isomorphism to device-to-logical mapping as well as malfunction detection, and used some general characteristics of DCs to solve such a NP-hard maximum common subgraph problem. We are so inspired to find out some internal features of the extensively used DC structures that is really matters (roles and their connection rules for our re-designed blueprint). Therefore, we introduce the automorphism and make the NP-hard MGDP problem solvable in P under the limited small number of malfunctions using this characteristic. Collecting physical graph: The physical topology is constructed by first putting the type of devices of each role to corresponding location based on role-to-location table. Then connect the devices based on connection rules. We follow Google Jupiter's design [2] , collecting the physical network topology and disseminating logical ID using central controller. Moreover, our A3 can collect the corresponding port-to-port connection information instead of getting it manually or design it in the blueprint. Therefore, combining with the role information for each device computed by A3, we can also use Google Jupiter's Neighbor Discovery protocol [2] to detect failures for the running data center.
Re-design Blueprint
Building a data center needs two kinds of basic information. 1. Location-to-type of device which means the device type putting in each location. 2. Location-to-location connections (so that builders can know how to connect the devices putting in those locations). We argue that such location-to-location connection information is the natural requirement for data center cable bundling in order to reduce the fiber cost and optimize deployment [2] . DCs have well-defined structure. Prior to deploying a real DC, a blueprint should be designed to guide the construction of the DC. To make DC construction simple and understandable, we only require the blueprint to provide the following minimal information. Role-to-location: The main purpose of role-to-location table is that it is an easy way to get the location-to-location connections and builders can also check whether the location is right by the label of those locations simply.
CoreN ode = {y 1 , y 2 , ..., y k 2 4 },
The upper structural network measure can be further expressed and simplified in the following way. The roles can be generated automatically.
• CoreN ode(group) is the role for core switches. Based on the same connections, core switches can be divided into k/2 groups and each group has k/2 core switches.
• AggregateN ode(group, index) is the role for aggregation switches. Based on the pods, aggregation switches can be divided into k groups. Each group has k/2 aggregation switches and their indexes are the same as the connected core group id.
• EdgeN ode(group, index) is the role for edge switches. Based on the pods, edge switches can be divided into k groups and their group ids are the same as the connected aggregate group id (pod id). Each group has k/2 edge switches.
• ServerN ode(group) is the role for servers. Their group id are the same as the connected edge index id. Therefore, servers can be divided into k 2 /2 groups and each group has k/2 servers.
It should define the correspondence between roles and their location so that the builders do not need to record the device-to-location information. Builders build a data center just using role-to-location information and connection rules.
Connection rules: The connection rules are as follows and notice that except servers, the role list (role assignment) of switches can decide the only matrix for the correct connections among switches.
• Layer I: server, layer II: edge switches, layer III: aggregate switches, layer IV: core switches, only switches between neighbor layers have connections.
• For core and aggregation role, if core's group id equals aggregation's index id, then connect, otherwise not.
• For edge and aggregation role, if their group id are the same, then connect, otherwise not.
• For server and edge role, if server's group id equals edge's index id, then connect, otherwise not.
Topoconfig Algorithm
Although we can not know the logical id of each devices as A3 does not need to record the device-to-location information, we design an Topoconfig algorithm to compute the role information of each device. Using such role information, we can directly know the expected neighbor devices connected to each device. Then no matter malfunction detection or fixation computation, address autoconfiguration can be done in P for FatTree with less malfunctions. We first introduce the general idea to solve the MGDP problem for FatTree. Then we design two exact algorithms based on such idea, one can get the minimum fixation for FatTree with less than k/2 undirected link malfunctions and provide feasible fixation for FatTree with more malfunctions (O(k 6 )). The other is for FatTree with less than k/4 undirected link malfunctions (O(k 3 )). Using the role information of each node, we can directly know the expected neighbors connected to each node. The basic idea is that the switch role list can decides the only FatTree switch matrix, using the role information in the last but one physical graph, we can get the last correct FatTree graph directly). Therefore, once we finding the switchto-role mapping using the device graph matrix, we can get the fixation by comparing the FatTree switch matrix with the device graph matrix (the number of fixation steps equals to the Hamming distance between those two matrixes). Then solving MGDP is transformed into finding the most suitable switch-to-role list to get the minimum fixation (Optd(π)).
Exact algorithm 1
We utilize the characteristics of FatTree to accelerate role assignment. Since the degree of server node is unlikely to be more than 1 physically, we do not consider the mistakes that a server is misused as a switch. The exact algorithm has 5 steps. In the first step, we strip out the k 3 /4 least degree nodes which are servers. Second, with servers removed, the edges nodes have half degree as others. Thus we set the k 2 /2 nodes with least degree as edge nodes. After determining the edge nodes, we classify the remaining nodes as aggregate nodes and core nodes by the number of edge nodes they are connected. Nodes have most connections with edge nodes are aggregate nodes. Then we group the edge nodes by the similarity of their direct neighbours and assign an id for each group. Next, we group core nodes the same as edge nodes and assign a random id to each group, too. Finally, we greedily assign a node to each aggregate role, by the number of common direct neighbours between the actual node and the role.
Definition 2. Similarity of two nodes u and v is defined as the number of the same neighbors connected to u and v directly, which can be computed by the inner product of A(u) and A(v). A(u) is the row of u in the adjacency matrix A of graph G.
We will prove that for less than k/2 undirected link malfunctions, the output of our exact algorithm 1 is the minimum fix for any k > 4 . (less than k/2 undirected link malfunctions means the minimum fix step ≤ 2 * (k/2 − 1), in other words if the output role list of exact algorithm 1 can generate G 1 and the deive graph is G 2 , then d(π) = (u,v)∈V1×V1 |a 1 (u, v) − a 2 (π(u), π(v))| ≤ k − 2)).
Proof. We will first prove that our exact algorithm initialization can assign the "right" role for each node step by step. The basic idea is to prove it for the extreme condition (which means the correctness also holds for the condition of less malfunctions). We will prove that within the bound, the role of each node will not be wrong using our algorithm. The form is that for each step, we first introduce the conclusion, then we prove this conclusion holds even for the most extreme malfunctions.
Step 1. the device graph after remove the k 3 /4 least degree nodes includes all the switches. As our link malfunctions are less than k/2, the server node can have at most 1 + k/2 − 1 = k/2 edges (although this may not possible in the reality), but its degree is still less than other switch nodes which have k edges. The other extreme is that a switch node has more than k − (k/2 − 1) = k/2 + 1 edges, but its degree is still more than any server node. A more general explanation is that the degree of any server can be 1 + x, and the degree of any switch can be k − y, k − y − (1 + x) = k − 1 − (x + y) > k/2 − 1 > 0 (for any k ≥ 4)
Step 2. the k 2 /2 least degree nodes are edge switches. Similarly, the degree of any non edge switch can be k − x and the degree of any edge switch can be k/2 + y. Then due to link malfunctions are less than k/2, x + y < k/2. Therefore, (k − x) − (k/2 + y) = k/2 − (x + y) > 0 which means the degree of any non edge switch is larger than the degree of any edge switch in the device graph after remove the k 3 /4 least degree nodes.
Step 3. the k 2 /2 nodes which has the most connections with edge switches are aggregate switches and the rest k 2 /4 nodes are core switches. For any core switch with x malfunction connections with edge switches and any aggregate switch with k/2 − y connections with edge switches, x − (k/2 − y) = x + y − k/2 < 0 which means the statement of step 3 holds.
Step 4. group the edge nodes and core nodes by the similarity of their direct neighbours and each time, the most similar k/2 nodes are in the same group. As we have proved that the level of each node is computed correctly, in this step, we consider a edge node with x links connected to the aggregate node in the other pod and k/2 − y links connected to its own pod, k/2 − y − x > k/2 − (y + x) > 0 which means the similarity between this node and the other node in its own pod is larger than the similarity between it and the one in the other pod. For a core node, in the similar extreme condition, k − y − x > k/2 > 0, so step 4 is correct.
Step 5. greedily assign a node to each aggregate role. Similarly, if a aggregate node has x same connections with the other role and k-y connections same with it original role, as k − y − x > k/2 > 0, this node will be assigned to its original role which is correct.
Therefore, for any k > 4 FatTree with less than k/2 undirected link malfunctions, the output of our exact algorithm 1 is the minimum fixation between the collected physical graph and the blueprint. 
Step 1: the device graph after remove the k^3/4 least degree nodes
Step 2: the k^2/2 least degree nodes are EdgeNodes EdgeNodes EdgeNodes Aggregate Nodes
CoreNodes
Step 3: the k^2/2 nodes which has the most connections with EdgeNodes are AggregateNodes Step 5: greedily assign a node to each aggregate role, then the minimal fixation can be got by comparing the device graph with the following role graph (based on rules)
Notice that in this FatTree(4) (k=4) example, although there are two undirected link malfunctions which >=k/2, but the result is still the minimal fixation.
It means that for <k/2 undirected link malfunctions, our heuristic initialization is proved to get the minimal fixation and for >=k/2 undirected link malfunctions, our heuristic initialization can still get the feasible fixation solution. 
Exact algorithm 2
Our idea is that after getting the physical graph collected from a DC, we can first analyze the matrix of the physical graph using the features of the DC topology to try to find the devices in each level. For example, for FatTree, we try to figure out which switches are edge switches, which are aggregation switches and which are core switches. Then using the defination of roles (which is only related to the neighbors of a node), we can group the nodes and mark the roles for those nodes which have the "correct" neighbors. Next, we can also mark the roles for those nodes which have the "incorrect" links. Finally, the fixation is the differences between the role-graph and the device graph. In summary, when we can not decides the roles of some nodes or the fixation result of exact algorithm 2 is larger than 2 * (k/4 − 1), we know the number of undirected link malfunctions are larger than k/4, then the previous exact algorithm is triggerred or running parallely. The following is the detail of this exact algorithm 2. Inputting the device graph, and for less than k/4 undirected link malfunctions, minimal fixation can be obtained using the following steps.
1. Remove nodes whose degree ≤ k/4 (should have k 3 /4 nodes which are servers) to get the switch graph. 2. Hash each row of the switch graph. 3. Group the nodes whose corresponding rows have the same hash value. If a group has k/2 nodes, mark it as "correct" group, else mark it as "incomplete" group. An example is shown in Figure 5 .
4. Check the degree x of any node in each group, if x = k, mark the group as "core" group. Else if x = k/2, mark the group as "edge" group. Else, mark the group as "malfunction" group.
5. The union of nodes connected to the core groups and edge groups are aggregation switches. Specifically, we can mark the index of those nodes the same as the core group id they connected to and the group of those nodes the same as the edge group id they connected to. Notice that for less than k/4 undirected link malfunctions, the number of edge group will be k and the number of core group will be k/2 (including at most less than k/4 "incomplete" groups and the rest ones are "incomplete malfunction" groups). Therefore, the union includes all the aggregation switches. Moreover, the nodes connected to the core groups includes all the aggregation switches and the nodes connected to the edge switches also includes all the aggregation switches, so the role, AggregateNode(group,index), of each aggregatation switch can be decided (including the malfunciton aggregate switches). An example with ≥ k/2 undirected link malfunctions is shown in Figure 6 . Notice that using our exact algorithm 2, we can find that the number of edge group is less than k in this example, therefore exact algorithm 2 will output the information that the number of undirected link malfunctions is ≥ k/2 and return in this step. 6 . The nodes which have the unique hash value (except the upper marked aggregation switches) and the nodes belongs to the "malfunction" group are "malfunctions"'. Using majority rule, we can decide their roles correctly for less than k/4 undirected link malfunctions. For each malfunction node, compute the similarity (inner product of corresponding rows, Definition 2) between it and any one node in the "incomplete" core or edge group and then find the most similar one (the group id of malfunction node is the same as the corresponding "incomplete" group id).
7. Minimal fixation can be obtained by computing the different 0,1 parts of the role-graph and the device graph. 8. For servers, we can check whether each edge switch connected to k/2 servers in the original device graph, if yes, all the servers are "correct", else we can use the method proposed in section 4.4 of DAC [6] , sequentially turn on the power of each rack to generate a record for the mapping between MAC and rack. Then we can decide the suitable correction for servers.
Because there are all kinds of failure patterns, in DAC, they have four assumptions 1. most cases the malfunctions cause detectable node degree change; 2. miswiring with no node degree change occurs after an administrator has checked the network and the degree-changing malfunctions have been fixed; 3. the number of nodes related to malfunctions is a considerably small amount over all the nodes; 4. G p and G b have the same number of nodes and node degree patterns. We argue that the malfunctions can be fixed at one time to save the cost.
In our system, we try to analyze the physical data center topology under no assumptions, try to find out in what condition, we can locate the failures quickly. 
Evaluation

Settings
We evaluate A3 on FatTree and give different test settings, varying from network scale and the number of malfunctions. Firstly, we measure the speed of A3 for different scale of FatTree, including malfunction detection and malfunction correction (minimal fixation). This metric is to show the scalability and how efficient A3 is. Then, we change the number of malfunctions and calculate the CPU time overhead for FatTree(60), which shows the impact of malfunction quantities. There are two metrics in our evaluation, which are the CPU calculation time and the accuracy. For each number of malfunctions of each FatTree scale, we generate 5 random physical graph with that number of malfunctions. We run the experiments and collect the data on a server which has a Xeon 3.40Hz 8-core CPU, 8GB DRAM, 1TB disk.
Performance for A3's exact algorithms
Performance for scales. As shown in Figure 7a , actually for the same FatTree(k) scale, there are four average time of finding minimal fixation corresponding to four types of number of malfunctions (0, k/4 − 1, k/2 − 1, k/2) for exact algorithm 1 and two (0, k/4 − 1) for exact algorithm 2. For each exact algorithm, we can see that average time almost not changes (coincidence with each other for different number of malfunctions) with the number of malfunctions for each scale. From the time increasing trend of each exact algorithm as the increasing of FatTree scale, we can find it meets the time complexity of each exact algorithm.
As we have introduced the design section, A3 solved MGDP (proved to be NP-complete for general graph) in O(k 6 ) and O(k 3 ) for FatTree with any less than k/2 (exact algorithm 1) and k/4 (exact algorithm 2) undirected link malfunctions respectively. Within each exact algorithm's malfunction bound, its accuracy is 100% and beyond its bound, in our experiment, exact algorithm 1 still has accuracy of about 100%. Performance for the number of malfunctions. As shown in Figure 7b , we can see that for FatTree(60), the time of finding minimal fixation for each random malfunction using exact algorithm 1 for our Topoconfig algorithm is slightly changed for the same number of malfunctions. However, just like in Figure 7a ,we can notice that, the average time is almost not change as the increase of number of malfunctions.
Performance for DAC's malfunction detection
The number of malfunction in DAC's experiments is k/4 − 1, k/2 − 1, k/2. Accuracy. As shown in Figure 8a and 8b, the maximum accuracy of DAC's malfunction detection algorithm is still below 12%. It means administrator may need large amount of time to check whether DAC's reported malfunctions are real malfunctions. Malfunction detection time. As shown in Figure 9a and 9b, comparising with Figure 7a , DAC's malfunction detection time is less than A3. It is because the number of anchor points is less and we use faster could be isomorphic(G1,G2) function in NetworkX of Python as the graph isomorphism algorithm to replace O2Mapping in the malfunction detection algorithm. The reason we use that function is 1. we try to implement DAC's O2Mapping but it is so difficult that we haven't debugged it well spending more than two weeks; 2. we try to use the is isomorphic(G1,G2) function in NetworkX to implement DAC's malfunction detection algorithm but sometimes, the computing time is too long (hours).
As to malfunctions without node degree changes, the idea of DAC is that they first find several nodes that ought to be corresponding between G p and G b , then utilize those nodes as anchor points (v/v s) to work over whether the subgraphs deduced from those two graphs are isomorphic (x-hop). The reasons of such low accuracy are 1. the malfunctions are randomly generated which include both miswirings with and without node degree changes; 2. DAC assumes some miswirings happened between x-hop and (x + 1)-hop away from v and the nodes in these two hops are suspicious. However, for miswirings include more than two links or malfunctions with node degree change beyond (x + 1)-hop etc., this assumption does not hold; 3. DAC's suspicious node in x-hop and (x + 1)-hop away from v may include large amount of correct nodes, therefore the output list may not be accurate if the anchor points are not selected appropriately.
Assumptions
We focus on finding the minimum fixation for the collected physical network topology with less link malfunctions (e.g., link failures, cabling errors, miswirings do not cause any node degree changes [6] , etc.). For the limitation that we assume that any two switches can be connected with the same cost, we argue that it is probably not to break when we find the minimum fixation. Connecting switches in different racks happens if and only if there are already large amount of connections between them in the physical graph which can be noticed when network builders connect them or they are just right connections with such long distance.
Related Work
The authors of DAC [6] propose a generic and automatic address configuration structure for DCN. It first generates blueprint which defines the connections of switches and servers labeled by logical IDs automatically and learns the physical graph with device IDs. Then it runs the logical-to-device ID mapping by using the theory of graph isomorphism. Malfunctions are not uncommon because the large scale of a DC. When there are malfunctions, DAC needs to wait until all the malfunctions are corrected. Therefore, ETAC [13] , is proposed to configure DC addresses in the presence of malfunctions. It first converts the physical topology into a conceptual graph and remove all the malfunction machines and all their links from the graph to mathematically transform the problem of address configuration into the problem of induced subgraph isomorphism.
DAC and ETAC both use the method proposed in DAC to find malfunctions. As mentioned in DAC, malfunction detection problem can be presented as follows. Given G b (blueprint) and G p (physical graph collected from a data center), the problem to locate all the malfunctioning parts in the graph G p is equal to find the maximum common subgraph (MCS [4] ) G mcs of G b and G p . Thus, the malfunctioning parts are the differences between G mcs and G p . All machines (i.e.,servers or switches) involved in these parts, called malfunctioning machines, can be detected. But the MCS problem has been proven to be NP-complete and APX-hard [12] . As to malfunctions without node degree change, the idea of DAC is that they first find several nodes that ought to be corresponding between G p and G b , then utilize those nodes as anchor points to work over whether the subgraphs deduced from those two graphs are isomorphic. However, in the case that the anchor points are not selected correctly, it will be very time-consuming, although it use shortest path length distribution (SPLD) [6] to select the anchor points.
Different from graph isomorphism algorithm designed by DAC and induced subgraph isomorphism algorithm proposed by ETAC which are designed for general graph, we utilize the feature of each data center topology like FatTree to automatically configure its devices' addresses quickly even in the presence of malfunctions. Moreover, we can compute the minimal fixation to direct builders to repair malfunctions efficiently.
Weaknesses of previous works are summarized below. Data Center Slowly Building Process. As previous blueprint [6] requires information about interconnections between devices, builders need to record the device-to-location information in order use such blueprint which is a huge work and such record may be error-prone. Not Support Incremental Deployment and real time malfunction detection. Previous blueprint does not include the topological properties which are easy to follow and check each connection. The network managers then can not detect the mis-cable malfuncitons at real time although they can check whether the connection works well. Inaccurate Fault Location and No Fix Suggestion. The accuracy of previous scheme depends on the number of anchor points they selected for detection versus the number of miswirings in the network. Although previous work claims they can always conservatively select a larger percentage of anchor points to start their detection and most likely they will detect all miswirings, it will make the process very time-consuming and there is no proof for the guarantee of accuracy.
Due to inaccurate fault location and no fix suggestion, maintenance staff needs to first check which devices are really malfunctions. Then they need to figure out how to fix those malfunctions and fix them manually. This process is very time-consuming and error-prone.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have designed, evaluated and implemented A3, a topology aware automatic address configuration and malfunction fixation system. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to introduce roles and their connection rules to the blueprint and using such topology aware information to accelerate automatic address configuration and malfunction detection. Moreover, this is also the first work to compute the minimum fixation for data center with malfunctions. At the core of A3 is its device-to-role mapping. A3 has made an innovation in abstracting the problem of finding minimal fixation to the minimum graph difference problem (proved to be NP-complete) and solved it in
